Advisory No. **70**, s. 2019
In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013
This Advisory is issued for the information of all Public and Private School
May 28, 2019

"KUTE"

The stage production and marketing company since the early 90’s established to promote education thru the arts like stage plays such as literary classic like Noli, El Filì, Florante at Laura, Ibong Adarna, Shakespearean plays like Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Macbeth for the English Dept that we brought nationwide even to the far flung and controversial city of Marawi. And lately we are bringing relevant films that teachers values and educate students about life in general.

Interested participants may coordinate directly to **MR. ERNIE GARCIA**, CREATIVE AVE PRODUCTIONS # 48 Charles St. Kingaville Subdivision Antipolo City Contact # 09081907909/6679025.

Participation of both public and private schools shall be in voluntary basis and subject to the no- disruption- of- classes policy stipulated in Deped Order No. 9, s. 2005, entitled Instituting Measures to increase Engaged Time-On-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith. This is also subject to the no-collection policy as stated in Section 3 of Republic Act no. 5546, An Act Prohibiting the sale of tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from Students and Teachers of Public and Private Schools, Colleges and Universities (Ganzon Law).

Attached is the Invitation Letter for your immediate reference.
Dear Mam,

Creative Avenue Productions is a stage production and marketing company since the early 90's established to promote education thru the arts like stage plays such as literary classics like Noli, El Filii, Florante at Laura, Ibong Adarna, Shakespearian plays like Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Macbeth for the English Dept that we brought nationwide even to the far flung and controversial city of Marawi. And lately we are bringing relevant films that teaches values and educate students about life in general.

This season we are bringing films like "KUTE" a movie that tells the story of a young lady with a Down Syndrome. It features Lenlen with her emotional challenges and struggles that she faces as a person with a Down Syndrome. Yet her very existence intensifies the love and compassion of the people around her. This is the first time a movie showcases a person with DS on how she interacts with the society and vice versa. This will be an eye opener for a great number of students as this film will lead them to accept and understand a person with a Down Syndrome.

We have ANG SIKRETO NG PISO (THE SECRET OF PHILIPPINE PESO) A family oriented comedy film inspired by actual events on the smuggling of the Philippine peso coin in 2006.

Ronnie has to make sacrifices to save up for the future of his wife and only daughter. He is forced to accept an odd job that promises higher income—one that requires him to gather as much as one-peso coins as he could. It is only a matter of timewhen he discovers why these coins are being smuggled abroad. What secrets do these coins hold? Can these coins save the life of his daughter who lies in agony in the hospital?

“PAKILIKEPO” a film about 3 students Trish (Kiray Celis) Ariane, and Morenz who like most of the youth nowadays spend too much time on social media. Conflict within 3 friends started when a fellow student Badeth committed an identity theft with TRISH'S facebook acct. The conflict tested their friendships, characters, and values. With the help of the guidance counselor, Badeth admitted her wrongdoings and the conflict was then resolved. The film promotes the responsible use of social media that a lot of people irreverently abused.

Again I ask your good office to give us a chance once more to collaborate with you with regards to promoting values and education by allowing us to show these films in your area.

Respectfully yours,
Ernie Garcia
Actor/Producer